
Stewardship Campaign Report as of July 15, 2020 from Steven R. Cohen 

At the conclusion of our Campaign, we have received 216 pledges totaling $494,817 which is 96.5% of our 

pledge campaign dollar goal of $513,000 and 90.0% of our pledge unit goal of 240.  Last year, at this time, we 

had received 234 pledges totaling $512,542 which was 100.5% of our pledge campaign dollar goal of $510,000 

and 97.5% of our pledge unit goal of 240.   

There are 41 Dropped pledges = $54,384 (3 Moved away; 6 Passed Away; 3 Not Pledging & 29 No Response) 
  
Compared to the Campaign last year we have received: 
      2020 (June 30)                                             2019 (June 30) 
   24 New/Returned pledges =        $ 24,464  LOWER                   23 = $26,286 
   82 increased pledges with increase =         $35,581        HIGHER                   81 = $29,197 
   83 pledges the same as last year =      $          0            FEWER                    98  = $         0 
   27 pledges with decreases total =      ($23,385)  LOWER                   32 =($30,690) 
   41 Dropped pledges =       ($54,384)   MUCH HIGHER     28 = ($19,686)                
Total                                                      216 =   ($17,724)  LOWER                  234 = $   5,106 
 
We end the Campaign with just under $495K which is $18K short of what is in the approved budget.  We put the 
Stewardship Campaign on hold in mid-March when the Covid pandemic shut-down the Church and our Region.  
After several attempts at follow-up in the past 2 months, we have a high number of “No Response” which are 
now counted as “Dropped” pledges. 
 
While the lower pledge amount is somewhat disappointing, the number of pledge units = 216 is troubling since 
it has steadily dropped over time.   In 2014 & 2015, the number of pledge units was 260.  The good news is that 
our overall pledge income has remained around $500K in the past 6 years. 
 
Half our pledge income comes from just 39 pledge units, five of whom are 90 and older.   
Overall, there are now 8 pledge units age 90 and older with pledges = $40,950.   
Two years ago, the number of those age 90 and older was 15 pledge units = $62,390. 
 
I am glad we started our Stewardship Campaign early and received most pledges before the pandemic hit.  The 
amount raised should be sufficient to maintain our staff and programs as the Executive Team adjusts to the 
lower income.  The $72,700 received from the Paycheck Protection Program should help as well. 
 
Congratulations to Rev Pam and the Stewardship Team for your hard work getting these pledges in so efficiently 
and quickly.  The new Google form and spreadsheet have worked very well. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


